In these hard-pressed economic times, any notion of rashly splashing out thousands of
pounds to buy a luxury boat probably isn’t on your current list of priorities. But don’t say
goodbye to the dream just yet. There is another way.

Shared ownership makes firm financial sense
Unless you feature on The Times Rich List, becoming the outright owner of your own boat
could easily have you sailing into an expensive overdraft. Remember, on top of the
actual cost of the boat, you’ve also landed 365 days of substantial running costs that require outgoing payments in never-ending streams. All this for just a few weeks casual use
a year? Surely you agree that, economically, this doesn’t make sense. However, in terms
of keeping your dream alive...
...now is the time to study all the brilliant advantages of shared ownership. As the
description implies, through BCBM, you invest in an independent shareholding in the boat
of your choice. Up to four people can own one share. So, for example, you and a partner
can join along with two friends.. Each share gives you four weeks private boat use per
year. Most importantly, your shareholding means that everyone in the syndicate is able to
minimize expenses by sharing necessary running costs. A completely transparent
accounts system ensures that each shareholder is constantly kept in the picture about
precisely how charges have been equally divided. As you will see from our Questions &
Answers section, when you decide to take your weeks within your 4-week allocation can
be discussed with your fellow shareholders. usually with opportunities to switch and swap
whenever necessary.
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Share the experience
BCBM Boat Share offers you a wide and varied selection of leisure boats from which to
make your choice. Consider, for example, becoming a shareholder in one of BCBM’s fleet of
classic Narrowboats. These remarkable craft, all superbly fitted out to the highest standard,
provide exceptional levels of on-board facilities and comfort. Narrowboats were originally
designed to work the artery of canal routes and to service the relentless demands of the
Industrial Revolution. Narrowboats boasted their own distinct identity, giving rise to a
wonderful cross-section of individual livery designs. Today, they remain the ideal way to idle
along Britain’s picturesque network of canals and rivers. BCBM Boat Share opportunities
also include the offer of shares in a selection of sleek Norfolk-Broad Cruisers, comfortequipped for lazy explorations along the placid waters of the Norfolk Broads and its
rambling miles of inviting, ever-changing scenery. Looking abroad, across the English
Channel to Bordeaux, you may prefer to acquire a share in one of BCBM’s immaculate
French Cruisers or a Dutch Barge, spending summer days gently meandering along the
genteel, sun-dappled rivers and canals of rural France.
Finally, you might like to ponder the possibilities presented by shared ownership in a
stunning Mediterranean Yacht, based at Alcudia, Mallorca , the ideal base from which to
set sail into crystal blue waters stroked by the benevolent sea breezes of a blazing, glorious
Mediterranean summer. Tempted yet?
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Boat shares, not time shares

In case you’re wondering, boat-shares bear absolutely no resemblance to
time-shares.
With a boat share you own something valuable which, in time, you and your
partner may well profit from in the future.
With a time-share you buy a few weeks sunshine per year in a fixed location
with nothing else to show for it. No return on your investment. Just the uncomfortable feeling you’ve been landed with a turkey with rather more costs
and contractual agreements than you’d bargained for.
With a BCBM boat-share, you become a part-owner of the boat in question.
It’s not our boat. It’s your boat—owned by you and your fellow shareholders
in the syndicate. BCBM merely maintain the boat in pristine condition and
manage it on your behalf. This relieves you of any administrative hassles
you would otherwise have to endure. For 4 separate weeks every year, you
can now exploit the total freedom of becoming a personal shareholder in the
boat of your choice: go wherever you want, stop whenever you decide and
absorb every idyllic moment along the way; every new dawn in every different location promising yet another treasured memory.
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How shareholders’ weeks are decided

At the end of each season there is an Annual General Meeting. At this
AGM, shareholders discuss all matters relating to their particular boat and
syndicate. This marks the time when any grumbles can be aired,
syndicate accounts closely scrutinised, newcomers warmly welcomed, the
new season’s charges and maintenance matters discussed.
How are weeks allocated? Depending on the boat, there are two methods:The Draw System. The year is divided up into the four seasons. At the
syndicate AGM each year, a slip with each week in the quarter is put in a
hat. Owners draw the slips out at random to decide the week of their holiday within that quarter. Owners can then negotiate swaps amongst themselves so they end up with weeks to suit.
The List System. The shares/owners are listed in a set sequence which
rotates two places each year. The first choice of weeks goes to the owners
at the top of the list and then in order down the list. At year’s end, the two
owners at the top of the list return to the bottom and everyone moves one
up. Usually three weeks are selected this way, then owners can ask to use
the boat for the remaining weeks left, with priority going to those at the
bottom of the list.
Many syndicates have ‘Special’ or ‘School Holiday’ shares, which help those
limited to school holidays or other times of year to get the weeks they need.
Details on request.
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Looking after your interests

So who are BCBM? The full title is BC Boat Management Limited, with
its off-shoot, BCBM Boat Share Limited. All the principle directors,
staff and associates are life-long boating enthusiasts who have
combined their individual skills to bring you this exciting boat-share
opportunity.
Our tight management structure continues to win BCBM respect all
along the waterways, both here and on the Continent. This is important
because it means that, as a BCBM Managed Syndicate member, you
enjoy the good-wishes and trust of our many friends and suppliers
en route.
It’s the reason, for example, why we can often secure preferential
moorings and docking facilities (and prices) on your behalf. Where to
fuel up? Where to pump out? We guide you every step of the way.
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Caring for your investment
What about boat insurance and running costs? Imagine if you owned
your boat outright. You’d be constantly anguishing over an incoming tide
of invoices; demands for this, that, and something else you hadn’t included in your calculations. The BCBM way, as you sensibly own just a
percentage of the boat, you only pay the same percentage of the total
costs. This makes perfect financial sense. In terms of watertight insurance cover, always remember that your investment is completely safe 365
days a year. So should you stop off at a riverside pub for a spot of lunch
and your boat is torpedoed by a stray submarine, your investment is still
perfectly safe. Just about every eventuality you can think of is covered by
us.
A full shareholder’s charter is available that clearly lists our total
responsibilities (along with your obligations) to the complete satisfaction
of all concerned.

A future-proof investment
So what if you want to sell your boat-share in the future? This is where
BCBM Boat Share Ltd comes into its own. Through our new trading website and Share Shop in Audlem, we sell boat shares to an ever
increasing audience who, like yourself, have closely studied all the
advantages and want to invest in this brilliant opportunity to get afloat,
now and for years to come.
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So how do BCBM benefit?
You’ll see from part of a typical annual cost breakdown that, listed along
with other expenses, there is an Annual Management Fee.

This pays for all the time, travel and essential sales and marketing
activities that help us to keep your annual costs to a minimum.
Even in the relatively tranquil world of boating, some sharks have been
sighted, armed with false promises and bank-account suction cleaners.
So always be wary if commitments aren’t made plain and simple from the
start.
BCBM is run by a small dedicated team of experts, passionate about
offering personal service. If we don’t, we know you’ll drift elsewhere.
Clarity and transparency at all times are our watchwords. You won’t find
any small print or lame excuses that don’t wash. We can’t afford to let
you down.
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Become one of the family

Most of our existing shareholders feel they belong to a family – and in a
sense, they do, which is why they stay with us, year after year. Many
enthusiastically become involved in making everyone’s times afloat an even
more fantastic experience. You’ll usually find personal recommendations in
the boat’s on-board log book, detailing stop-overs, scenic routes to wander,
picturesque backwaters to explore, notes about places to visit and detailed
impressions. It all builds up into a complete and beautiful picture. More
practically, there are often useful comments about pubs, restaurants and
bistros where you can expect a warm welcome and delicious, reasonablypriced meals served from a variety of menus. Conversely, and rather
usefully, syndicate log books often advise you where not to go, naming and
shaming any facility that other shareholders have visited and found guilty
of either silly prices, shoddy service, or a steer-well-away combination of
both.
All this on-board information adds to the excitement of your first
memorable week’s holiday afloat, always remembering that you’ve got three
more weeks to look forward to throughout the year!
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BCBM’s HQ In Audlem.
Our Boat Share Shop is located in Audlem, Cheshire
The Shop also deals with any shares for
purchase or sale on the UK Canal. The
Norfolk Broads, France and the
Mediterranean. Of course, we don’t expect
everyone to traipse up to Cheshire (although
Audlem is a lovely village), so we also have a
second base in the Midlands at Braunston Marina in Northamptonshire.
Add to that our ever-expanding BCBM boat-share website. It’s here, online,
that your boat becomes a nationwide (indeed, worldwide) star
attraction. Superb descriptions and photographic displays draw in serious
new investors. On completion of the sale a 5% commission, or minimum
£250, per share will apply. This is in line with most boat-share and
brokerage organizations. The important difference is: because we’ve got to
know you personally over the seasons, we work much harder and more
efficiently on your behalf.
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Sharing information

Along with regular essential communications sent to all shareholders, we
now publish regular BCBM Newsletters which you will automatically
receive, either by post or by e-mail. We encourage everyone in the BCBM
family to contribute. Send us your stories, personal experiences, places
and stopovers you recommend, along with photographs, humorous
encounters, even sketches and cartoon ideas. The Newsletter also allows
us to keep you informed about all current and forthcoming activities,
including our annual diary of Boat Shows and Exhibitions.
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Your Questions Answered
Why shouldn't I buy a boat for myself?
There a number of reasons for resisting the urge to buy your own boat. To begin with, there is
the initial capital outlay. Then on top of that comes the high cost of mooring, licensing, insurance and the maintenance. Moreover, as the sole owner of a boat, you would probably only
use it 3 or 4 times a year and over the occasional weekend. All boats prefer to be in regular
use. Resting idle makes them vulnerable to fast deterioration for the obvious reasons of close
contact with water, so expect higher than average servicing costs. Also, never forget, drydocking and mothballing over winter can be another very expensive outlay.

What advantages are there in shared ownership?
Shared Ownership is the ideal solution for those who are unlikely to make use of a boat more
than 4 weeks a year. This system also enables you to buy into a far higher quality of boat.
More importantly, because you’re sharing all the running costs, all you pay is only a percentage of the running costs, equivalent to your percentage shareholding. (NB: Charges may vary
from one syndicate to another, especially on the Mediterranean yachts)

How often can we use the boat as a syndicate member?
There are two ways in which weeks are allocated, (see Page 6) but basically 3 or 4 weeks a
year are allocated, depending on the system used. In the ’list system, where 3 weeks are initially allocated, a further week can normally be added. If you are unable to use your allocated
week you may either swap with another owner or you can offer the unused time for use by
another member of your syndicate. As weeks become available you may be able to take up
unused weeks from other owners, the only additional costs being the diesel and pump outs.
(Med & French boats operate a summer & winter allocation only)
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Would we be guaranteed school holiday
weeks?
Many of our boats now operate a school holiday system which
guarantees first pick to those with special ‘School Holiday’ shares.
These special shares are obviously very limited in number.

How much is a share going to cost me?
Each syndicate member pays the share purchase price being asked by the current owner of
the share and they then contribute to the annual operating costs such as mooring charges,
insurance, license etc. and also to each year’s winter maintenance costs. The contribution
amounts to 8% for each four week shareholding.

How much will my share be worth if I want to sell it?
This is obviously dependant on supply & demand but over recent years the value has
remained fairly constant with shares holding their value. An owner selling their share
determines the price at which they wish to sell.

How long will the syndicate be in existence?
The syndicate will be in existence for the life of the boat. Being maintained to a such high
standard means that the life span of the boat is virtually unlimited. Over 90% of the syndicate must be in agreement before the boat can be sold, so therefore this is unlikely to happen.

Can the boat be hired out or offered for skippered hire?
No, definitely NOT. There must be a share holder on the boat at all times. Otherwise you will
invalidate the Insurance and British Waterways Licence.
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Where is the boat based?
At your AGM each year, a vote is taken as to where the syndicate would prefer to be based.
A selection of bases and marina’s are always offered forward by BC Boat Management. If
syndicates have their own favourites, that’s also entirely permissible, (but please be realistic
in terms of to & from travel and any additional mooring costs).

What is expected of every syndicate member?
Each syndicate member is responsible for the boat whilst under their control and for any
self-inflicted damage such as broken windows, damage to carpets, interior fittings or upholstery. At the end of each week’s use the syndicate member is responsible for refuelling, gassing, pumping out and cleaning the boat so that it is completely ready for the next owner.

What happens if the boat has a breakdown?
If you have a breakdown that you are unable to fix yourself you would contact the boatyard
and a mechanic will be dispatched to rectify the problem. The cost of
this service is invoiced and paid out of syndicate funds. As the boat
enjoys regular maintenance, incidents of this nature will be few and
far between. Payment for self-inflicted problems will be the
responsibility of the syndicate member using the boat.

“”Don’t

Panic!”

Finally…
Thank you for reading and if you have any further questions, please don’t hesitate to call Andrew
Barton at The BCBM Sales Centre on 01270 811500 or Mobile 07768 741 213
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WHEN THE BIG 4
FINALLY
JOINED FORCES
Many people thought it was a fantasy to think that the 4
largest companies in the shared ownership sector would
ever unite to present a combined boat-share show. Well,
they were wrong!

Nobody can say there wasn’t plenty of choice!

From an idea originally spawned by BCBM's MD Andrew
Barton & ABC Leisure's MD Ed Helps we have actually
made it come to fruition at last.

Everyone was welcome of course; an ideal opportunity
for people who may have never considered Shared
Ownership Boating before to come and find out what it’s
all about. As always, there were plenty of current
owners on hand, happy to chat about their own
experiences.

Whatever they were looking for, visitors were able to
find a boat that ticked all the boxes for them.

Yes, all 4 of the biggest boat-share companies are now
pulling in the same direction and the result was the Boat
Share Show which took place at Braunston on the 12th &
13th April 2014. To say the least, we believe this marks a
historic milestone in the syndicate boating business.
As you probably know, BC Boat Management Ltd is now
the UK’s largest syndicate boat management company. The
second being ABC Leisure Ltd and together with Care Free
Cruising and Ownershare, we are collectively the ‘big 4’.
The idea was to produce a unique show where anyone
looking to gather information about getting into syndicate
boating could get the full picture. We hoped our existing
owners will also enjoy the show and see what's on offer from
the whole range of companies, all in one place. Well they
did in their droves!
There will be some 20 boats on show, ranging from older
cherished boats with shares from as little as £1,500 for a
four week share, right up to top of the range new boats such
as Oakmere which has 4-week shares available for £10,950.
There was a boat on show to suit every pocket; all price
levels, all kinds of layouts. Mainly 4 week shares, but also 2
week shares and of course ‘special’ or ’school holiday’ shares
were available too.
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The show was also supported by many boating industry
suppliers who were there to offer good advice about their
many and varied products - from Nick Thorpe Boat
Builders, to marinas displaying what they can offer
syndicate boats when choosing a new base.
In fact there was something for every boater. No matter
what your interest or whatever you wanted to discover,
there was something for you at the Boat Share Show.
There are already plans for more joint events.
We hope to see you there!



Dear All,
Well, who could have imagined what a huge success the very first Joint Boat Share
Show could have been when we staged it on the 12th & 13th April in Braunston
Marina near Daventry. The sun shone for the whole weekend and people came out
in their droves. What was apparent was the fact that it was a dedicated target
market as it was basically a specialist boat share show catering for exactly that, all
those people who were simply interested in the possibility of either joining the
ever increasing shared ownership sector or those who were maybe looking to
trade up to a newer boat. Whatever they wanted, we had it all catered for at the
show with many supporting traders there as well to offer their wears, help and
advice on a whole range of associated products and services synonymous with the
boating world. All 4 companies who participated were extremely pleased with the
outcome to the extent that we have already set the date for 2015 which is 25 th &
th
26 April to be help at Braunston and this time with a grander title of ‘The National Boat Share Show’
In the interim we are also hosting a one day event at Middlewhich on the 6 th of September where
there will be some 12 /15 boats on exhibit, so make sure you place these dates firmly in your diaries.
Following on from the show, both myself and the MD of ABC Leisure Ltd, Edward Helps, decided that
we could evaluate both our companies’ focus and business activities, and bring even more to the
party, in a manner of speaking, by concentrating on the two things each company does best. The
result was announced at 2pm on the 14th May 2014 when BC Boat Management & ABC Leisure Ltd
joined forces to work more closely together and ensure a greater business resilience and robust
business plan to increase the security and longevity of the syndicates and their boats who will,
following their collective decisions at their AGM’s, will choose to be managed by BCBM. The press
statement and announcement read as follows:

PRESS RELEASE
Teaming up boost for shared ownership sector
The two largest companies in the shared ownership sector are to join forces. ABC Boat Share Ltd is teaming up
with BC Boat Management Ltd so that each company can bring its greatest strengths to the sector and provide
an improved service for owners.
With effect from today, BCBM will take over responsibility for managing the boats for syndicates currently with
ABC Boat Share Ltd. BCBM is already the largest of the professional shared ownership management companies
and it will be increasing its turnaround and administrative staff to enhance its existing service to owners.
ABC – widely recognised as the market leader in providing canal hire boat holidays from 14 marinas around the
canal network – will continue to provide moorings and maintenance service for shared ownership boats moored
in its 10 company owned marinas.
"The new arrangement can only benefit owners," says Andrew Barton, MD of BCBM. "Syndicates whose boats
we already manage will get a wider choice of bases and substantial discounts while those syndicates joining us
from ABC Boat Share Ltd will benefit from the terms we have negotiated in other marinas coupled with the
extensive turnaround and dedicated administrative cover we will be able to provide."
"We have developed a very successful working relationship with BCBM over the last few months as we prepared
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for the Boat Share Show at Braunston," says Ed Helps, MD of the ABC Leisure Group. "The recent decision of our
Shared Ownership Operations Manager to pursue a different career has meant that we needed to review our
activities in this sector, and our conclusion was that we should concentrate on the main business of the group
and entrust the management of shared ownership boats to BCBM, for whom shared ownership boat
management is their only focussed core business.
Teaming up in this way can only strengthen the shared ownership sector and provide greater value and security
for existing syndicates, both companies believes.
Notes for editors:
1.
BCBM currently manages 36 Narrowboats plus boats on the Norfolk Broads and in France. ABC Boat
Share Ltd currently looks after Narrowboats for 19 syndicates. All known shared ownership Narrowboats
are listed on the independent boatshare4u.co.uk website.
2.
Under the new arrangements, all the syndicates whose boats are managed by BCBM will get a range of
benefits, including:
a. A 10% discount on mooring fees in all ABC marinas
b. A 10% discount on all chandlery bought from ABC marinas and its ABC web chandler business.
c. ABC will offer a boat replacement scheme for those times when a syndicate boats out of action –
at a 40% discount off brochure prices subject to availability.
d. BCBM will increase its resources to provide improved turnaround support across the whole range
of mooring bases.
e. ABC will give a 10% discount on all services provided by its marinas – including maintenance and
engineering works, pump outs, gas and diesel.
f. Use of the purpose-built meeting room at Alvechurch Marina for syndicate meetings at reduced
cost.
g. ABC will offer a special discount on boat hire for BCBM customers – typically at least 25% off
brochure price – for owners who
want to go boating more often than
their share provides.
h. A wider range of mooring bases –
those currently used by BCBM
syndicates plus the 14 ABC marinas
3.
Currently the BCBM management fee is
higher than ABC Boat Share Ltd charges. The
fee for owners currently with ABC will not
increase immediately but will gradually be
brought in line with existing BCBM owners
with the increase limited to £50 in any year.
ABC will smooth the way by subsidising the
difference pro-rata for the next 3 years for
current owners
4.
ABC will continue to offer its service to build
new boats to be managed by BCBM for
existing self-managed syndicates.
5.
BCBM will continue to operate its brokerage
for shares in boats it manages as well as those
in self-managed syndicate boats.
6.
The new arrangements will not cause any job
losses in either company; in fact it will create
Andrew Barton, MD of BCBM (left) and Edward Helps
new jobs for at least 4 people both full and
MD of ABC Leisure (right) shake hands on their new
part time.
working relationship in shared ownership.
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Judging from results from our Owners’ Survey, you’re generally
happy with the way BCBM continue to look after all the finances
associated with you and your syndicate’s investments. As always, if
anything we do raises even the twitch of a questioning eyebrow, don’t
just mumble your grumble, get straight on the phone and it will all be
sorted to your complete satisfaction...

Always fully accountable
We stress once again, BCBM are your management company, answerable only to you.
All hours, all day, every day of the year, (even including Christmas), you can
microscopically examine your account and see precisely where every penny and decimal
point of your agreed obligations have been spent and how we continue to protect your
investment. With your blood pressure index in mind, you’ll never, ever be put through to
a call-centre somewhere in India or any distant land that hasn’t a clue what you’re
talking about unless you give details of your grandmother’s maiden name. Simply call,
text or e-mail Carole Briese. BCBM fastidiously promise complete financial
transparency, always open to microscopic outside scrutiny. Yes, times generally are hard
out there, but interestingly, not in this niche leisure sector. Quite the opposite. Your
investment remains in a buoyant situation as more and more people discover the
advantages of this unique way to get afloat and escape. On your behalf, BCBM’s
economic forecast remains superbly upbeat; something to benefit from this year, next
year, and for many years to come.
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For Standing Orders, yet more standing ovations
Increasing numbers of you are sensibly deciding to hang on to your money for a little while
longer by moving over to BCBM’s Standing Order System. This way, your money is kept in
your account for up to a further 5 months rather than you having to dish it out in chunks.
In anticipation of interest rates eventually rising (benefiting many types of current and
savings accounts), it really does make perfect financial sense to spread the load into
monthly payments so more of your money attracts any dividends available. Contact Carole
for precise Standing Order processing information. All we ask is that you confirm payment
to be made on the 1st of each month. Instant peace of mind follows. No more pens to find,
cheques to write, transfers to be made and no more trips to the post office to stand in
queues and send payments by pigeon post.
Carole Briese continues to captain our/your finances with an attention to detail that
guarantees no decimal points ever wander. Deeply efficient, she is also great at multitasking! For example, with husband Charles, she’s overseen the design and build of their
own narrowboat by our friends at Nantwich, the award-winning Navigation Narrowboats.
Carole and Charles are now stationed at the new Braunston regional office with their new
boat moored just down the towpath. Given that we have invested in every digital and
computer link know to modern mankind, no shareholder will notice a whisker of difference.
Carole will continue to number-crunch every figure, every invoice and generally be the
eagle-eyed accounts person every syndicate management company would give their eye
teeth for. The benefit remains, she’s also had experience of being syndicate chairperson, so
sees everything from both sides. This point is very relevant. Carole understands any
concerns, because she’s been one of you. So don’t forget, especially all newcomers who
have recently joined us, if you have any queries at all in connection with the accounting
side of your syndicate, please, in the first instance, contact Carole and she will be only too
happy to answer your questions.

Initially, to calculate the Standing Order payment for running costs and agreed administration fees, simply
divide the total by 12 and you’ll reach the required figure. Over 82% of you have already opted for this system, so
really, this is a message to the remaining few still apparently in love with looking for reading glasses, writing cheques,
laboriously filling in stubs, scrabbling around for stamps and a spare envelope, then wandering to a local post box,
entrusting faith in the GPO to deliver what, it has to be said, is now a very long-winded form of processing payments.
But of course, if that’s what you’re more comfortable with, then please carry on regardless. Should you now sensibly
decide to come on board with Standing Orders, Carole will gladly answer your questions and guide you effortlessly
every step of the way.
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T

he British boating fraternity, whilst supremely individual in terms of waterborne preferences, are all
linked by a common thread: an intimate love of boats and boating. Relaxation is part and parcel of the
unique experience. Particularly in these economic times, the idea of boat-sharing remains supremely sensible. However, as in all business activities, hawks prey on unwary doves. And wake-up calls happen when you
least expect them.


BCBM originally began as an honest, adventurous attempt by a core of narrowboat enthusiasts to sift
through the financial wreckage and salvage of what remained of the Challenger Syndicates. Immediately, a
group of us (all Challenger victims) set about trying to help everyone stranded by its sudden collapse.
Next step: to ease the bruising, then restore confidence and trust in the whole notion of “boat share”. We’ve
since learnt to forget about any heroes and villains. In terms of day to day running, recriminations simply
muddy already clouded waters and tend to prevent positive progress. So when Ownerships foundered in very
similar circumstances to Challenger, BCBM had first-hand, practical experience and advice; able to calm
concerns, offer immediate assistance and provide sensible, financially stable alternatives.
Protecting everyone’s individual investment is really all we’re interested in … and based on results only, it’s
you and your fellow shareholders who will, at your AGM,
hopefully decide to retain BCBM as your management company, both in a capacity to look after your boat
and, in the event of you ever wishing to sell your share, trust us to achieve the best possible market price.
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NEW WAYS OF CHOOSING HOLIDAY WEEKS
The Draw System. The year is divided up into the four seasons. At the syndicate AGM each year, a slip with each week in the quarter is
put in a hat. Owners draw the slips out at random to decide the week of their holiday within that quarter. Owners can then negotiate swaps
amongst themselves so they end up with weeks to suit.
The List System. The shares/owners are listed in a set sequence which rotates two places each year. For this year, the first choice of weeks
go to the owners at the top of the list and then in order down the list. At year’s end, the two owners at the top of the list return to the
bottom and everyone moves one up. Usually three weeks are selected this way, then owners can ask to use the boat for the remaining weeks
left, with priority going to the bottom of the list.
ANY SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS TO FIT IN WITH SCHOOL HOLIDAYS?
Many boats have some special school holiday shares that allow those owners to choose their weeks first to fit the school holidays. There are
usually no more than two of these special shares in any syndicate and owners pay an annual premium into the boat account to claim this
option. Each syndicate decides what this premium should be, but it generally ranges from between £100-£250 per annum
HOW CAN YOU BUY (OR SELL) A SHARE?
The easiest way is through BCBM Boat Share Shop Ltd who will deal with all the arrangements for you and offer a “one stop” shop. See our
website www.bcbm.com for all the latest shares currently for sale.
HOW MUCH DOES A SHARE COST
Currently shares are on offer from £2,500 up to £10,950 for a share in our new BCBM narrowboat, “Oakmere”. The price normally
depends on what owners are asking for their share and generally this reflects the age, facilities and market value of the boat.
FOR HOW LONG CAN I OWN A SHARE?
For as long as you want. You can keep the share, pass it onto your heirs or sell it at any time. You are issued with a Share Certificate and
this is a tangible asset which becomes part of your estate
WHAT WILL MY ANNUAL CONTRIBUTION TO THE BOAT’S UPKEEP BE?
This will depend on how many owners there are and what the syndicate decides to have done to the boat. Generally it’s in the region of
£1,500 a year (about what it would cost to hire a similar sized boat in the summer for a single week!) So shared ownership works out less
expensive than hiring.
WHERE WILL THE BOAT BE MOORED?
The owners decide at their syndicate AGM where they all want the boat to be moored for the following year. Boats normally stay in one
place for a couple of years so that owners can cruise the available routes, then they move the boat somewhere else to give different cruising
routes. Eventually the boat moves around the whole canal network in logical sequence.
DO I NEED TRAINING BEFORE USING A SHARED OWNERSHIP BOAT?
Many syndicate agreements now recommend that owners have appropriate training. Owners who have done so generally find that it
improves their confidence and enjoyment of their boat. BCBM recommends Tony Ward whose details can be found on page 39.
CAN MY FAMILY ALSO USE THE BOAT?
Yes. Many syndicates now have share certificates on which you can include up to 4 family members (21yrs or over) who will be allowed to
use the boat without you being on board. Many shared ownership boats can sleep from 4 to 6 people, so you can take friends and family
cruising with you.
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You r M a na gement Tea m
Andrew Barton, Managing & Marketing
Director
Andrew was born in Alderley Edge, Cheshire and raised in Wilmslow. With a strong family
background in the hotel and hospitality business, it was no surprise that after graduating
from Manchester University, he launched his career in the world of hotel management. He
later joined the Central Office Team of world famous De Vere Hotels as a Business Change
Senior Executive and was proud to be appointed the operational project manager for the
Ryder Cup held at The Belfry Hotel & Golf Centre in 2001. His lifelong passion with boating
led him to join Challenger Syndicateships in 2004 and to then set up BCBM in January
2008. Andrew’s business, organizational and people skills gained in the leisure and
hospitality trade have enabled him to grow BCBM into the market leader in shared
ownership, now managing 48 syndicates and their boats. His pledge is to always ensure
that BCBM steadfastly cares for your investment along with complete financial
transparency.

Sridhar Subramanian, Finance
Director
Sridhar is a chartered and cost & management accountant with 13 years of professional
experience in the most exacting financial environments, both in India and Europe. He has
personal expertise in many areas of business and accounting including funding for new
projects and the set-up of new companies. A member of the Chartered Accountants
Institute since 1996, Costs and Works Accountancy of India, 1966, and in addition, Cost
and Management Accountancy since 2009, Sridhar is currently Head Of Operations and
Finance with BMBA Polaris Software Lab Ltd, a global house specialising in banking support
software with a turnover in excess of $300,000,000. Sridhar is responsible for introducing
levels of secure financial management to completely safeguard and lockdown the value
of your investment.

Carole Briese, Finance Manager
Entrusted with the vital task of keeping a tight grip on the purse strings at BCBM, Carole has
spent her entire working life in finance and customer services. When she isn’t counting the
pennies, Carole, along with husband Charles, is a keen boater in her own right. In fact, she
was a share-owner in NB Champion for 10 years and was Chairman of the Champion
Syndicate. Carole is a Cornish girl but has recently moved with Charles to the Midlands
where they live on their own boat. As well taking care of the finances, Carole is in charge
of the Braunston office. Her other passion is motor racing and she can often be seen at
various circuits around the country. She and Charles have a daughter, Claire, also an
accountant, who lives in Bath.
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Charles Briese, General Manager
(Technical)
Charles Briese is a qualified carpenter/joiner by trade and for 33 years worked as
Technical Manager in a sawmill once part of the Duchy Of Cornwall Estate. With his wife
Carole, our Finance Manager, Charles has been a keen boater for a good many years
and owned a share in NB Champion. Cornish and proud of it, Charles is one of the
handiest people you will ever meet and always has a toolbox close to hand. Indeed he
finished the fit-out of his and Carole’s fabulous new boat, himself. As he always says, he
doesn’t deal in problems, only practical solutions. Like Carole, Charles also has an avid
interest in motor sport, which is useful given the distance of his regular drives between
Cornwall and Braunston.

Dee Barton, Sales & Marketing Manager
Dee is 25 and the daughter of Andrew & Ann. She has been an avid boater since her
mum & dad first took to the canals in 1994. Dee has always enjoyed the waterways and
loves to join Andrew & Ann on board, either for holidays or helping move new boats to
various shows for BCBM. Dee lives in Feltham in London and from the 28th April 2014 we're
proud to announce that she is joining the family business full time following almost 2 years
at the Intercontinental Hotel in Westminster, London where she was the Group and
diplomatic bookings co-ordinator in her last position, which sets her up just fine to take
over looking after the bookings and holiday charts as just one small but important part of
her new role with BCBM.

Janis Taylor – Boat Management Administrator.

Janis joined ABC Leisure in 2009 and since then has gained a wealth of knowledge and
experience over the last 5 years in connection with syndicate boat management and we
are pleased that Janis has now moved over to join our dedicated syndicate
management team within BCBM. Initially Janis will ensure the smooth transition of all those
syndicates who decide to continue with us, and who better to look after them that the
lady who has cared for them from the beginning with ABCBM?. We all welcome Janis and
look forward to a long and happy working relationship with her.

Ann Barton, Director ’s PA & Reception
Manager
Ann has spent her working lifetime at the ‘coalface’ of the retail and hospitality industry.
Experienced in customer-facing roles, she is well positioned to look after the reception
and switchboard at the main Audlem office of BCBM. Married to Andrew for 28 years, Ann
is also a keen boating enthusiast, and enjoys ‘Boat Testing’ each new addition to the fleet
with Andrew as they are introduced. Ann is a key member of the staff at shows and
exhibitions also where she looks after the new boats on display. A valued member of the
team who keeps Andrew on the straight and narrow!
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The BCBM Team Cont...
Alan Townsend, Turnround Manager
Norfolk Broads
Alan Townsend is a London boy, born and bred and has spent his working life working as an
engineer in the oil industry both in England and abroad. Alan and his wife Caron had spent
many happy hours holidaying on the canals in France before trying a holiday on the Norfolk
broads three years ago. They both fell in love with the area, its peace and quiet beauty and
as keen bird watchers, the Norfolk Broads gave them plenty of opportunities to indulge their
hobby. Therefore when the opportunity arose, they bought a share in the Silver Cloud
syndicate. Alan is now semi retired and a year ago the couple moved from London to
Palgrave, a pretty village on the Suffolk/Norfolk Borders just outside the market town of Diss.

Pete Underwood, Turnround Manager
North West
Pete is an experienced member of out team, with a career that has included classic car
restoration, logistics management and quality control in both digital printing and grocery
distribution. His interest in ships/boats was initially inspired by serving in the merchant navy
with P & O, as well cruising the Med and the South Pacific he has also circumnavigated the
world via the Panama Canal. Since moving to Newcastle-under-Lyme some ten years ago
Pete and his wife Joan have been enthusiastic boaters and together with their rescue
greyhound, enjoy exploring the canal network if not by boat, then on foot. Pete’s other
interests include industrial heritage, natural history, motor sport, cricket and rugby.

Chris Carter, Turnround Manager
Kennett & Avon
Chris, his wife Fiona and family have been going on narrowboat holidays for over 30 years. A
couple of years ago they decided to buy their first boat share in 'First Dawn' and are
thoroughly enjoying the extra weeks they are now getting on the canals each year. Chris’s
passion and enthusiastic approach towards the canals and canal boats stands him in good
stead to look after our boats which moor on the K & A.

Phil Crisp, Turnround Manager
Wigrams Turn
Northamptonshire born and bred, Phil has a great deal of knowledge of the canals in this
area. His working life is spent in heavy engineering as a programmer/operator of CNC
machines, and his interests include DIY, wood turning and golf. After a holiday on a hire
boat some years ago, Phil and his wife Jane bought a share in the Valkyrie Syndicate. You
might also see Phil out and about as a volunteer lock-keeper for the Canal and River Trust.
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BC Boat Management Ltd
Team Contact Details
Andrew Barton –

Ann Barton –

Sales & Marketing – General Enquires

Reception & Exhibition’s Sales Assistant

andrew.barton@bcbm.co.uk

ann.barton@bcbm.co.uk

Based at the Audlem Office

Based at the Audlem Office

Tel: 01270 813 901

Tel: 01270 811 500

Carole Briese –

Dee Barton –

Finance & General Admin

Sales Manager

carole.briese@bcbm.co.uk

Allocations & Bookings

Based at the Braunston Office
Tel: 01270 813 901
Mob: 07792 286 179

dee.barton@bcbm.co.uk
bookings@bcbm.co.uk
Tel: 01270 813 902
Mob: 07800 867 290

Charles Briese –

Janis Taylor –

General Manager (Technical)

Boat Management Administrator –
janis.taylor@bcbm.co.uk

charles.briese@bcbm.co.uk

Based at the office in Worcester
Based at the Braunston Office

Tel: 0330 333 0592

Tel: 01270 813 908
Mob: 07792 424 728
Alan Townsend –
Area Manager - Norfolk Broads Boats
alan.townsend@bcbm.co.uk

Chris Carter –
Turnaround Manger
Chris.carter@bcbm.co.uk
Mob: 07785 387 705

Tel: 01270 813 907
Mob: 07866 794 084
Phil Crisp –
Turnaround Manger
Phil.crisp@bcbm.co.uk
Mob: 07821 979 750

Peter Underwood –
Turnaround Manger
peter.underwood@bcbm.co.uk
Mob: 07909 897 874

We would strongly advise that you print off a copy of this information sheet for your
records. If calling BC Boat Management Ltd for help or advice on any particular subject, please refer to the above to ensure you get through to the correct person who
is able to deal with your call quickly and efficiently.
Thank you
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Braunston Marina lies at the crossroads of the Grand Union and Oxford
Canals and, in canal route terms, is regarded as a key waterway hub. South takes
you to London and other canal branches stretching to the South East and the
Fens. The Oxford links you to the entire Midlands and Northern routes and an
entire web of cross country branches.
Drifting casually along its picturesque corridors, you could be forgiven for thinking
that you have drifted back in time to a typical canal scene from the 18th century,
except that in those days, the entire complex would have been a hive of smoky, frantic
24 hour activity. In the days of hard-working narrowboats and urgent delivery
schedules, sleep was always at a premium.
Today, Braunston is a calmer place and much more leisurely in its approach. It has
modern mooring facilities for up to 250 boats, dry and wet docks and a service area
capable of most repairs. It also is now home to …
BCBM’s Regional office at Braunston. This allows us to service the needs of
owners with boats based in this highly popular area as well as introducing us to a new
audience of share buyers. It’s managed by Charles and Carole Briese who live not far
away in their own narrowboat.

From left to right: Andrew Barton, MD of BCBM, Tim Coghlan, MD of
Braunston Marina, Ann Barton, PA to Andrew and Sales and Exhibitions
Manager. And a bottle of champagne to celebrate the opening of our
new Braunston office. Striped jerseys from the local rugby club.
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As Carole and Charles are now manning Braunston, enter
Andrew’s delectable wife Ann who now looks after the
day-to-day running of the office. As we’ve now reached
our capacity of managed boats in the UK, we’ve efficiently
handed over our activities in boat share management and
share dealings in Mediterranean yachts and power
cruisers to local approved centres, which we feel will be
better placed to service individual shareholder needs. The
French canal connection still remains with all links firmly
intact, so if you need help in making decisions about share
options in various custom-designed cruisers, please feel
free to contact us. The BCBM family with its network of
contacts, remains firmly on your side. Whenever changes
occur (as they inevitably do), you can totally depend upon
us to offer advice and assistance to be completely relied
upon.
We’ve now moved into the historic canal village of
Audlem for a number of reasons, one of them being that
we felt being situated on a high street location, in a
village with such strong associations with the canal and
boating community would be a double advantage to
everyone concerned. Another huge advantage is the fact;
believe it or not, our broadband bandwidth is almost
double as what it was at Nantwich, and for those of who
understand this area of technology, will know that
broadband connection is king when it comes to
communication.
As it says on the previous page, our Braunston office not
now only well established, but efficiently looked after by
Carole & Charles Briese, and they continue to service and
oversee all our boats which we manage in the south
midlands right down to the Kennet & Avon.
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Welcome to our humble abode. Make
yourself comfortable.

There’s loads to do as you might imagine. Not least, keeping all those flowers watered!

And while you’re here, insist on a cup
of freshly brewed tea or coffee.

JOIN US
IN THE WORLD OF

BREAKING NEWS AND UPDATES

COMPETITIONS & PRIZES

VIDEOS OF WHAT WE DO

ADVERTISING SHARE SALES

BC BOAT MANAGEMENT
@BC_Boat_mgmt

BC BOAT MANAGEMENT

BC BOAT MANAGEMENT

BC BOAT MANAGEMENT
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UK & Ireland distributors for Nannidiesel engines & generators.
 Service & Installation.
 Wide range of General Marine Equipment.
 Technical Expertise Support for installation & equipment.

Celebrating 25 years as Nanni Diesel distributors

Take a look at our new website
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Photo Courtesy of Harry Arnold

Our Waterways Heritage
Gets a Helping Hand

Andrew Barton presents a cheque to Timothy West and Prunella Scales for £1,000
L to R : Brian Seymour, Diana Golder, Andrew Barton, Timothy West, Prunella Scales,
Steve Miles, Roger Golder & Tim Coghlan

Every year Tim Coghlan the MD of Braunston Marina very kindly ‘Gifts’ to BCBM Ltd the whole of Braunston
Marina to enable us to host the Braunston Boat Share Show in the early spring. It’s a great way to kick start
the season with lots of interest from enthusiastic boaters and current owners alike. It was a great shame that
this year the weekend was ‘Snowed off’ due to an amazing freak snow storm which fell over most of the
country on the weekend of our show. However it did not deter many of our owners who, against all the
elements and odds, managed to cruise their boats to Braunston and man them throughout the whole
weekend. It was absolutely amazing and a true show of dedication and support for owners who have shares
for sale within the various syndicates.
It’s not easy organising such an event, especially when all our boats are scattered so far and wide across the
canal network but the enthusiasm shown by the hard core of owners is tremendous—they are relentless in
their efforts to help their fellow syndicate colleagues whatever it takes. Then there’s the cost element as well;
considerable when you add up all the extras and incidentals required. A lot of advertising and man hours go
into the pre-show preparation of an event such as this as I’m sure you realise, but it’s all in a day’s work, as
they say!
In an effort to put something back into our brilliant canal historic heritage, each year we make a substantial
donation to Tim at Braunston of a £1,000 which in turn he immediately passes onto the Friends of Raymond
charity of which he is a proud patron. It’s a kind and considerate act that is all too rare these days—there
aren’t many people as generous as Tim, both to us and to the Friends of Raymond.
A big thank you to Tim, from all of us at BCBM Ltd, plus all our owners & supporters alike.
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SAY HELLO TO
“HENRIETTA”
Ever fancied a bit of ‘International’ boating?
Take a look at Henrietta. A Dutch Barge,
based in France with shares available from the
UK’s leading boatshare specialists. You can’t
get much more international than that!
Built in Holland at the Euroships BV Yard in
Heerewaarden in 2008, Henrietta is a serious
sized craft. 20 metres from stem to stern (that’s
60ft in old money), she has a 4.75m beam and
a 1.1m draft.
Designed along the lines of a traditional Dutch
barge, but with every comfort on board, in
“Henrietta”, craftsmanship brilliantly combines
with modern boat-building technology. Both its
interior and exterior specifications are astonishingly detailed.
“Henrietta” is steel-built and powered by a superbly strong John Deer 175hp engine capable
of a cruising speed up to 17 kph at 2,300 rpm.
For full details of shares available in Henrietta,
see the BCBM website or give us a call.
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Dear BCBM...
We love to receive testimonials from owners and we love to share them with
you. Here are just a few of them:-

About the only good thing to come out of the collapse of Ownerships was our syndicate
getting involved with BCBM.
The BCBM have been a dream to deal with and I just wanted to say thanks to you all –
not just for the efficiency with which you sorted things out, but for being such nice
people to deal with.
Good luck with the future at BCBM
Kevin McBrien

Thanks for getting our share of dear old Somnia off our hands, to bring joy
to another lucky owner. And thanks for all the care and advice during our
association with you and your bunch.
Robin & Mary Salmon
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Dear BCBM...continued
You will have seen from Carole's earlier e-mail that our share in Evening Shadow
has now been sold. We've had some great holidays on ES and she has always
looked after us very well in our explorations of the broads.
In retrospect, we couldn't have chosen a more comfortable boat or one evidencing
such character in her traditional wood features. It's a bit of a wrench to
leave but times move on. Nevertheless, we hope that her new owners really enjoy
her, just as much as we have done.
Our thanks to Andrew and Carole for achieving the sale. We really couldn't have
done it without you.
Should in the future you see two people madly waving from the bank, it's probably
us!
Kind regards to all,
John & Diana
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Dear BCBM...continued
Dear Andrew,
As you presumably know from Carole, the sale of our share in Enterprise has just been
completed, for which we are very grateful to BCBM, so it's time to say goodbye.
We'd like to say a real thank you to yourself and Carole, who have looked after us so well over
the years, and also to Charles who has also looked after us for part of the time. Please pass on our
thanks to the whole team.
As we've said on previous occasions, we have really appreciated the friendly, transparent and
helpful way in which BCBM in general have looked after our interests; we couldn't have wished
for - or expected to be able to find - a better management company.
We hope to pop in some time in the near future to say goodbye in person, but in the meantime,
we send our best wishes and renewed thanks to all at BCBM,
From Trevor & Pauline.
Hi All,
Having now sold our share in Apperley (thanks Carole for sorting out the financial side of the sale), we would like to
thank you for everything you have done whilst we have been part of the Apperley syndicate.
We have been very impressed with all aspects of our contact with BCBM and your management of Apperley since we
became part of the syndicate.
We would be grateful if Charles could pass on our thanks to George for always being so friendly and helpful on turn
around days.
With kind regards and best wishes for the future.
Rick and Julia Keeves

Andrew
I just wanted to drop you and the team a short note to say thank you for your support and excellent customer service during our time as a
shareholder on First Dawn. Whoever we have dealt with has always been professional and speedy in dealing with any of our issues. We
have had some great family holidays and great times with friends on the canals of the North West and shared ownership has allowed us to
do that at a fraction of the cost of using the hire fleet.
We fully intend to return to the world of shared ownership at some point in the future so please keep us on your mailing lists.
Thanks again and good luck for the future.
Kevin & Jane Healy
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The BCBM Owners’
Survey Results
As you may recall, we recently decided to ensure that we’re on track with our
customers by carrying out an online survey in conjunction with customer service
specialists Survey Monkey. This was sent to all our owners to try and discover what
you really think about BCBM’s management service.
Well, the results are in!
There are, of course, results for each individual boat, but with well over 1200
different results, there are far too many to print here. So here are just the “Global’
scores. Rest assured that any not-so-positive results form any single boat have been
analysed and will be acted upon. We’d love to get 100% in everything, but as you’ll
see it looks like we’re definitely on the right track!
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So there we have it!
Many thanks to everyone who took the time to complete the survey—we really do
appreciate it and of course your resounding vote of confidence in what we do and
how we do it.
.
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“Your award winning team
TELEPHONE
FAX

01270 811 500
01270 812 072

Direct Lines:
Andrew Barton
Carole Briese
Charles Briese
Dee Barton
Janis Taylor

01270 813 900
01270 813 901
01270 813 908
01270 813 902
0330 333 0592

Mobiles:
Andrew Barton
Carole Briese
Charles Briese
Dee Barton
Alan Townsend
Chris Carter
Phil Crisp
Pete Underwood

07768 741 213
07792 286 179
07792 424 728
07800 867 290
07866 794 084
07785 387 705
07753 447 033
07909 897 874

EMAIL:
info@bcbm.co.uk
andrew.barton@bcbm.co.uk
carole.briese@bcbm.co.uk
charles.briese@bcbm.co.uk
alan.townsend@bcbm.co.uk
dee.barton@bcbm.co.uk
janis.taylor@bcbm.co.uk
chris.carter@bcbm.co.uk
phil.crisp@bcbm.co.uk
peter.underwood@bcbm.co.uk

WEBSITE
www.bcbm.co.uk

